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SINCE the Institute has decided to speed up its courses, it has come to realize the difficulty of maintaining its standards. This coupled with the decision of the Government to exempt students in the Junior Class from all obligations to the Army or Submarine since then it appears that it is necessary to increase the amount of work assigned to the Junior Class, first until fall and now until mid-winter.

The Institute is urging all colleges to keep as near normal as possible, and has estimated that it desires technical schools to present their entire courses in order that engineers may be fitted thoroughly for the air age.

Philander P. Claxton, United States commissioner of education, recently voiced the desire of the Government in the following words: "The sentiment of the administration, approved by the council of national defense, is that attendance and educational standards be kept normal. The colleges and universities abroad are empty. Our institutions are the only ones in the world filled to any important normal. There should be no student who leaves school except to fill a position that cannot be taken by another or unless definitely called by his country. I personally think the war will be long and not bring an end to such a situation. It is a war of invention; of the engineering expert behind war against the airplane submarine. It may be that one of the Junior Class, first until fall and now until mid-winter.
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